Modernize Data Management for your Microsoft Apps and Hybrid Cloud

Microsoft has been foundational for enterprise IT for decades and with its strong and growing position in cloud this is not going to change anytime soon. Data in Microsoft hypervisors, databases, and productivity applications on-premises and in the cloud must be protected and productive for your business.

Cohesity simplifies data management across the Microsoft stack: Microsoft Azure, Microsoft 365, Microsoft Hyper-V, Microsoft Active Directory, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft Azure Stack.

IT teams trust Cohesity software-defined data management platform to speed backup and predictable recovery, simplify disaster recovery, strengthen security, streamline compliance, and meet long-term retention requirements for their Microsoft environments over hybrid cloud.

Protect and Manage Microsoft Apps and Data Anywhere

No matter where you run Microsoft workloads, Cohesity delivers comprehensive data management and protection. Cohesity provides native integration with Microsoft solutions to ensure familiar interfaces and workflows that minimize learning curves for faster time to benefit.

Consolidate all Microsoft apps and data onto one platform
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Azure
- Native Azure integration eases cloud migrations while simplifying long term retention and disaster recovery.
- Use policy-based thresholds to automate moving data to Azure.
- Backup Azure VMs and cloud applications with native snapshot API integration.
- Simplify data management operations with single UI over hybrid cloud.

Microsoft 365
- Flexible backup and fast recovery of Microsoft 365 Exchange, OneDrive, SharePoint Online, and Teams data.
- Policy-based configurable retention above and beyond the 30 day default.
- Granular search and fast recovery by mailbox, email, or files.
- Meet compliance and combat Ransomware with data governance and anomaly detection for your M365 data.

Azure Stack
- Simple backup and recovery of Azure Stack VM data and infrastructure.
- Granular search and recovery of VMs or files.
- Deliver near-instant RPOs and uniquely enable instant mass restores for thousands of VMs.

Hyper-V
- Snapshot based backup and recovery for Hyper-V 2012 R2 and Hyper-V 2016 using Microsoft APIs.
- Auto-discover and protect all VMs with Hyper-V System Center Virtual Machine Manager integration.
- Deliver near-instant RPOs and uniquely enable instant mass restores for thousands of VMs.
- Efficient change block tracking using Volume Copy Shadow Services (VSS) reduces backup times and windows.

Active Directory
- Simple, fast, and efficient backup and recovery using VSS change block tracking.
- Granular LDAP and text based object level search and recovery.
- Comprehensive AD object level attribute compare/contrast.
- Overwrite or merge AD object attributes directly from backup to production.

SQL Server
- Fast and efficient backup for SQL Server databases and T-log files for granular PIT DB recovery.
- Backup and recovery support for all SQL Server HA configurations.
- Instantly clone production databases for patch testing and dev/test environments.
- Optimized performance and consistency with SQL VDI support

Cohesity modernizes data management for your entire Microsoft environment. Consolidate all your Microsoft applications and data silos from on-premises to cloud and multiple infrastructure components onto a one software-defined platform that’s managed through a single interface with Cohesity.

Learn more at www.cohesity.com